
HOW TO DO HANDWRITING ANALYSIS PERSONALITY PROFILES

We can use graphology to determine a complete personality and character profile of any person. Interest in handwriting
started years back. The one who .

Although this science has often gone the way of pseudoscience, researchers are now discovering that with the
aid of a computerized tool, handwriting characteristics can be measured more effectively. Writers with heavy
pressure are usually highly successful. They have a lot of vitality and their emotional experiences last for a
long time. Those with light pressure try to avoid energy draining situations. He purchased every book he could
find about handwriting analysis, and began to develop his skills by taking courses on the subject. The
emotional energy has a direct impact on every other trait displayed in the handwriting. Pen pressure If you
apply a heavy pressure when using a pen or pencil then you are committed. Emotional energy is a combination
of the physical and mental energy level. How it works Your brain guides your hand. Now let's mix some of
these traits and see what we come up with. When his emotions get the best of him he may "fly off the handle"
at unpredictable times. It is difficult to draw firm conclusions as we often change our handwriting style in
response to our mood or different writing materials; have a look at your own handwriting today and decide for
yourself. The method is even sometimes used to help couples see if they are compatible. A readable signature
shows self-confidence. The slant indicates the writers emotional response to external forces. What is the link
between handwriting and personality? If you write with large letters that go over the top line, you are the
opposite: outgoing, confident and attention-seeking. The handwriting tool therefore provides ease and
increased accuracy over common, verbal-based methods. This is the most important factor of the personality
of the writer. Compared to a standard lined sheet of paper, if you write with tiny letters that do not reach the
top line, you are likely to have a timid and introverted personality. Continue and learn more. This writer is
usually the one who keeps his wits about him. The researchers utilized a computerized tablet that measured the
physical properties of the subject's handwriting, which are difficult to consciously control for example: the
duration of time that the pen is on paper versus in the air, the length height and width of each writing stroke,
the pressure implemented on the writing surface. There are many steps involved in creating a complete
personality profile. Writers who write with average pressure are usually moderately successful and usually
have enough energy to make it through the day. Some interesting facts about modern Graphology:
Handwriting-based Tool Offers Alternate Lie Detection Method According to ScienceDaily, for ages experts
and laymen have been analyzing and trying to crack the code of handwriting characteristics, in order to detect
an individual's personality traits, or in most cases, gauge their innocence in the case of a crime. George Bush's
handwriting analysis. Emotional energy is determined by how much pressure the writer uses when he writes.


